and the circle and new points of the intersecting curve have been determined by using several auxiliary planes.
THE PLANE IN A SPECIAL POSITION
The surface of revolution is given by a vertical axis of the revolution and a meridian ( Fig. 1) , the axis and meridian being in Oxz plane. The axis o contains the point 0 1 (x 1 , y 1 , 0), and the meridian is described with the equation z = f (x). Plane α intersects the surface, and the plane is given with α(α x , α y , ∞), where α x is the intersecting point between the plane and x axis.
In the second orthogonal projection (the plane Oxz), the vertical axis o is shown in real length, and in the first orthogonal projection (the plane Oxy) the axis is shown as a point (in the projecting position). In the first orthogonal projection the plane α is in the projecting position (we can see it as a line) and it is coincident with the line α 1 (α 1 is an intersecting line between the plane α and plane Oxy). By using horizontal auxiliary planes we can find the intersecting points between the surfaces of revolution and plane α. The horizontal plane β at a height z A intersects surfaces of revolution on the circle with radius r A . In the first orthogonal projection the intersecting curve is shown as a line and the second projection of the curve points can be determined by using the horizontal circle. With a sufficiently large number of auxiliary planes it will be possible to find an intersecting curve as a set of intersecting points for all auxiliary planes.
Each meridian point A''(x A , z A ), with the rotation about o axis by the circle with radius r A = x A − x 1 can be transformed into the axis-symmetrical point ) , ( ; ;
The points P 1 , P 2 from the intersecting curve, which are at the same height z A as point A, can be found at first in the first orthogonal projection as the intersecting points of the circle (radius r A ) and the line α 1 . By substituting the equation of line α 1 into circles with the equation The second projection of intersecting points are given with coordinates x and z.
THE PLANE IN A GENERAL POSITION
If an intersecting plane is in a general position then we have a general case (the plane is given with three points: α x , α y , α z ). The procedure for the determination of the intersecting curve is therefore a little complex. Again, we can use horizontal auxiliary planes (Fig. 2) , which intersect the plane α on horizontal lines, and the surfaces of revolution on circles.
First, we can find the intersecting point S(x 1 , y 1 , z S ) between the axis o and the given plane. In the first orthogonal projection the axis o and point S are coincident, and because the point S is on the plane α, we can find the second projection S'' by using lines h' and h''. The line h' is given by equation 
RESULTS
In figures 3 and 4 the plane section of the surfaces of revolution were shown, with the plane in a special position (the meridian is given with 620 points). In this paper the mathematical models for determining a plane section of the surfaces of revolution were shown, in cases when the intersecting plane is in a special or a general position. For determining the intersecting curve auxiliary planes are used and these planes intersect the surfaces of revolution on parallels. Based on the well-known descriptive geometry facts, procedures were formed which enabled us to solve this problem by using a computer.
In the future research a procedure for 3D presentation of these results will be possible, i.e. in the oblique, axonometric or perspective projection.
